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 Welcome back !  We love seeing you and we are here for you.  We love give you 
something to  smile about because  happy smiles on happy faces fill us with 
more   love.  Add a little  bit  faith and hope on top and  the world  will be better place!  

 

Dear all, 
Just a note of encouragement as we get through this time together through the different 
phases of COVID recovery.  Just hang in there! 
 We see some amazing things happening in your lives even though you may not think 
so.   We see restoring of friendships.  We see our wonderful students getting excited about 
going to post secondary education.  We see  many  get new jobs and positions.  We see 
many of those that have worked for so long in lengthy careers finally take a breathe of 
fresh air to rest and seek another journey in their lives.  We see families finally having 
dinner together night after night instead of rush , eat and dash in their vehicles off to the 
next baseball game.  We see your lovely gardens bloom for a summer filled with fresh 
vegetables, strawberries ( yummy), tomatoes,  and fresh herbs.  



Whatever you have been through in your journey so far,  know that it is only in   this point 
in time that gives us a chance to pause for reflection and make a notation of all the 
goodness around us and before us .   No matter where you are or what difficulties you 
have transpired, just keep up your courage and  keep going forward. Keep positive and 
keep being the loving you  that everyone knows you for.  You are very special! You are 
very unique! Do not forget! We are so  proud of you!  All our experiences easy or difficult 
are meant to be as a stepping stone to build our character and stamina.  There is nothing to 
difficult that you will not be able to handle.  In all circumstances, if the door is closed for 
one, a window of opportunity will open---Just open your eyes to see; listen with your ears 
and  
heart and have the wisdom to be bold to go on  the next adventure.   
                  "Only those  who will risk going to far can possibly find 
                             out how far  one can go." T.S. Eliot. 
It is a sincere privilege to care for many of you since tour smile make us smile even 
more!  We would love to see hear you whatever has transpired in your lives we if had not 
had a chance to catch up recently.  For some of you, I have not been able to reach either 
by email, telephone or a card in the mail.  Perhaps quiet time and silence is the only way 
you think is the best for you?  Know that you are not alone and know that we do 
care.  Just let us know how we may be there for you. 
     Have a lovely evening and  I hope to see you all soon at  your up coming dental  visit.  
 Take care, 
Leetty :) 
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